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Learning with Your Brain
Should what (and how) we teach be associated with what 

we know about the brain and the nervous system?
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What is it about our biology (i.e. brain) 

that allows us to learn, to recall, and to forget?

THE BRAIN IS THE SEAT OF ALL 
LEARNING
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Over the last 40 
years we have 

learned more about 
the human brain than 
in the previous 400+ 

years
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TRUE or FALSE? 
1. Early childhood experiences cause our synaptic count to multiply rapidly.

2. The adult brain cannot grow new cells.

3. More synapses formed means greater intelligence.

4. Most learners use only 5-10% of their brain.

5. Low stress learning is best.

6. Research proves the critical need to capitalize on the early windows of opportunity.

7. Rote memorization is brain-antagonistic. 

8. Environments primarily determine learner success.

9. Emotions and intelligence are separate.

10. Mozart is the best music for enhancing learning.

11. Getting the right answer quickly is best.

12. An enriched environment is one with posters, mobiles, and music.

13. More content per hour is better.

14. We now know how to best assess learning.

15. All can learn and meet high standards.
Adapted from the Jensen Learning Corporation

http://www.jlcbrain.com/learning.html

There are MANY different theories on how people learn

Neuroscience – learning is based on physical changes in the nervous system

Piaget's Developmental Theory - building of cognitive structures based on age

Behaviorism – learning is the acquisition of a new behavior

Constructivism – personal reflection leads to learning

Learning Styles – learning depends on the educational experience

Multiple Intelligences – different types of learning abilities exist

Right Brain/Left Brain Thinking – different balances between hemispheres in different people

Communities of Practice – learning is a social phenomenon

Control Theory – behavior is inspired by basic human needs

Social Learning Theory – learning from watching others

Social Cognition – learning/development depends on experience

How Does the Brain Learn?

Adapted from 
http://www.funderstanding.com
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Typical Textbook Definition:
Learning is a change in behavior based on experience

Typical textbook figure describing the processes of learning

What kinds of things is the human brain designed to learn?

Where were you when this happened?
Sept 11, 2001
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Where were you when this happened?
August 30, 1997

Where were you when this happened?
October 3, 1995
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Where were you when this happened?
January 28, 1986

Where were you when this happened?
March 30, 1981

Where were you when this happened?
August 9, 1974
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Where were you when this happened?
July 20, 1969

Where were you when this happened?
November 23, 1963
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One –Trial Learning

Why is this in a presentation 
on learning?

Teaching With the Brain in Mind

What is it about our brain that allows us to learn, 
remember, and forget?
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Neuronal Patterns 
The more frequently pathways or patterns of 
neurons are used the stronger the pathways 
and patterns become. The stronger they 
become the more likely they will be made 
again. 

Brain Physiology
The brain is made up of billions of nerve cells 
called neurons. Information is passed from one 
neuron to the next by an electrochemical 
process. 

Neuron connections are flexible, overlapping, 
and redundant. 

Internal and external stimuli stimulate the 
formation of pathways and patterns of excited 
neurons. 

•Hippocampus – consolidation of long-term memories 
for spatial location

•Amygdala – memory for the emotional significance of 
experience

•Inferotemporal cortex – storage of long-term visual 
memories

•Cerebellum and striatum – implicit sensorimotor 
memory

•Prefrontal cortex – memory for temporal order of 
events; possible role in the retrieval of memories

•Mediodorsal nucleus – damage leads to memory 
deficits; the medial diencephalic and medial temporal 
lobes may be in the same memory circuit

•Basal forebrain – serves a variety of functions with a 

controversial role in memory (Ach production)

Brain Areas Contributing to Learning & Memory
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Textbook picture adapted from Biological Foundations of Language, 1967

Broca’s Area

Some Learning Come Naturally
Language milestones are associated with dendritic sprouting

What kinds of things is the human brain designed to learn?

Brain Maturation from ages 5 to 20 Constructed from MRI scans 
of healthy children and teens

Some Learning Come Naturally
Behavior stability is associated with myelination in the PFC

Red indicates more gray matter, blue less gray 
matter. 

Gray matter wanes in a back-to-front wave as 
the brain matures and neural connections are 

pruned. 

Areas performing more basic functions mature 
earlier; areas for higher order functions mature 

later. The prefrontal cortex, which handles 
reasoning and other "executive" functions, 

emerged late in evolution and is among the last 
to mature. 

http://www.nimh.nih.gov/press/prbrainmaturing.mpeg
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Making Memories Stick
Scientific American

February 2005, pp. 75-81

How Genes 'Know' When to 
Strengthen A Synapse

1.  Strong depolarization of the cell membrane

2.  Depolarization causes post synaptic cell to fire an action 
potential

3.  Voltage-sensitive calcium channels open

4.  Calcium ions activate enzymes which activate CREB

5.  CREB activates genes for synaptic strengthening proteins

6.  Proteins diffuse throughout cell affecting synapses that 
are temporarily strengthened

"When an event is important enough or is 
repeated enough, synapses fire to make 
the neuron in turn fire neural impulses 
repeatedly and strongly, declaring “this is 
an event that should be recorded.” The 
relevant genes turn on, and the synapses 
that are holding the short-term memory 
when the synapse-strengthening proteins 
find them, become, in effect, tattooed."

Brains are NOT 
identical

• brain uniqueness

• individual differences

From: 
www.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/MEDIA/NN/IMAGES/ 

Studies in twins are showing that development of late-maturing areas are less influenced by 
heredity than areas that mature earlier
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Basic 'ways' the brain 'learns'

1. Developmental sequence
2. Experience-dependent

What Types of Things Do Humans & Animals Learn?

• events relevant for survival
• events that have biological significance

• events that have achieved emotional significance

Some things learned are 
temporary and some are retained 

for life
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ATTENTION
The key to experiential learning may be in making your brain 

'believe' something is important
Peripheral circuitsCentral circuits

Neurobiology of “Attention”

Our brains are 'designed' to forget and ignore

e.g., PTSD
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How the Gifted Brain Learns
David A. Sousa

2003

Synaptic Self:
How Our Brains Become 

Who We Are
Joseph LeDoux

2002

Designing Brain Compatible Learning 
Terence Parry & Gayle Gregory

2003

Teaching to the Brain's Natural 
Learning Systems
Barbara K. Given

2002

Becoming a "Wiz" at Brain-
Based Teaching
Marilee Sprenger

2001

We're Born to Learn:
Using the Brain's Natural Learning 

Process to Create Today's Curriculum
Rita Smilkstein

2003

“……..some neuroscientists are beginning to accuse educators of 
engaging in pseudoscience or worse, becoming ‘snake-oil salesmen’ for 

products and programs that have no real scientific foundation?”
Pamela Wolfe, Ph.D.

Quoted in 2003

BE ON THE LOOKOUT  FOR  FOS

Form - Over - Substance
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The brains of adults with ADHD 
process information differently than 
the brains of people without ADHD

Can 'Intervention' Change the Human Brain?

Biological Psychiatry 55:926-933, 2004

Composite contrast maps demonstrating the interaction of study group and 
intervention on brain activation patterns. Red-yellow indicates the differences in 
brain activation between year 1 and year 2 that were more active (p = .05) in 
the first group compared with the second; blue-purple indicates the 
differences in brain activation between year 1 and year 2 that were more 
active (p = .05) in the second group compared with the first. 

Inferior frontal 
gyrus

caudate nucleus

posterior 
aspect of the 

middle 
temporal gyrus

community 
control group 

[CC]

experimental 
intervention 
group [EI]

community 
intervention 
group [CI]

Composite maps indicating the difference in activation between year 3 and year 1 
in the EI study group (n = 25). Red-yellow indicates brain regions that were more 
active (p = .05) in the third year; blue-purple indicates brain regions that were 
more active (p = .05) in the first year. 

Year 1 to Year 2 Year 1 to Year 3

caudate nucleus

right middle 
temporal gyrus

occipital temporal region

inferior occipital gyrus
lingual gyrus

bilateral inferior frontal gyri

left superior 
temporal 
sulcus

reading intervention can lead to 
changes in brain development 

especially in anterior (inferior frontal 
gyrus) and posterior (middle temporal 

gyrus) reading systems 

• Reading Intervention in children (6-9 yrs) -
letter recognition task

• N=49 with reading disabilities: EI=37, 
CI=12, CC=28

• 8 months of daily 50 minute sessions for 1 
year
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even modest amounts of 
practice have the potential to 
alter cortical representations

practicing finger movements 
improved performance and 

expanded the volume of 
motor and somatosensory 

cortex involved with the 
tasks

Living in an enriched environment provides 
protection against the pro-Parkinsonian

neurotoxin MPTP 

Living in an enriched environment as a 
young mouse provides some protection 
against the effects of drugs later in life

Journal of Neuroscience 23(35):10999-11007, 2003

Mice raised in an enriched environment 
show decreased locomotor activity in 

response to cocaine 
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Kolb et al. (2003) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 100, 
10523-10528

Photomicrograph of a Golgi-stained layer III pyramidal cell in Par1 of 
parietal cortex

Effects of PRE-EXPOSURE of amphetamine on brain 
changes from a complex environment for 3.5 months on 

dendritic branches (a and c) and spines (b and d) on both 
apical (a and b) and basilar (c and d) dendrites of layer III 

pyramidal cells in Par1 of the parietal cortex in rats

Amphetamine or cocaine limits the 
ability of later experience to promote 
structural plasticity in the neocortex 

and nucleus accumbens

Over the last 40 years we have learned more about the human brain 
than in the previous 400 years

Educators and neuroscientists have been trying to put this knowledge to 
work by transforming the information of basic and clinical neurosciences 

into practical insights for the classroom. 

Teaching With the Brain in Mind

Our brains define 
our reality
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It is important to remember that all learning is brain-based

Through the process of education, we are trying literally to change the 
brain — not the pancreas, spleen, or lungs etc.

This does not mean that every teacher needs to become a neuroscientist or 
memorize 100 neurotransmitters and 50 brain areas responsible for 

cognition. 

But it does mean that teachers can become more effective with some 
knowledge of how the brain senses, processes, stores, and retrieves 

information. 

Education is practical neuroscience

TRUE or FALSE? 

1. Early childhood experiences cause our synaptic count to multiply rapidly.

2. The adult brain cannot grow new cells.

3. More synapses formed means greater intelligence.

4. Most learners use only 5-10% of their brain.

5. Low stress learning is best.

6. Research proves the critical need to capitalize on the early windows of opportunity.

7. Rote memorization is brain-antagonistic. 

8. Environments primarily determine learner success.

9. Emotions and intelligence are separate.

10. Mozart is the best music for enhancing learning.

11. Getting the right answer quickly is best.

12. An enriched environment is one with posters, mobiles, and music.

13. More content per hour is better.

14. We now know how to best assess learning.

15. All can learn and meet high standards.
Adapted from the Jensen Learning Corporation

http://www.jlcbrain.com/learning.html
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